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Introduction
Zona is the new magazine from The Spider Project. Zona brings together aspects
of Spider’s creative, physical and cultural activities in a new and exciting way,
allowing different groups to work on joint projects exploring both the man-made
and natural landscape.

Our first issue is devoted to paths, both literal and metaphoric. How do we get
from A to B and navigate our surroundings? What journeys do we take not only in
our daily lives but when escaping into the country and the hinterland that
promises adventure and reflection in equal measure?

We also have a Zona blogsite where you can read more pieces, view photographs
and listen to audio pieces on similar themes.

Visit

www.zonathemagazine.wordpress.com

All photography by The Spider Project

We hope you enjoy this issue and would like to thank Liverpool PCT and those
who have supported us over the past decade.

The Spider Project
22 Pilgrim St
Liverpool
L1 9HB

Tel 0151 709 4841
Email phil@spiderproject.org
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Borderlands
Here the river curves and broadens, so shallow at low tide that men have walked
across it. This River Mercy was the border between Northumberland and Mercia,
site of battles as borders always are, and as the borders of history so too the
borders of personal experience. This cold December day the river has just turned
to ebb and heavy currents carry junk from upstream Warrington and Runcorn:
plastic, logs, pallets, tree trunks, tin, rotting stuff. It carries its own stuff too, small
whirlpools, counter currents, ridges of waves like small cliffs, and brown, bubbling
foam. The bright winter sun brings an acre of water to a pulsating shimmering: not
the most advanced camera in the world could record the infinite combinations of
dazzling elements that glitter faster than time can measure. Like this shimmer,
the eye oscillates thousands off times a second: only the rigid glass of a lens
makes static, like the facts of history, like the mind. I move my head a fraction
and the whole world changes even though my mind makes it appear the same.
You cannot step into the same river twice; you cannot step into the same river
once: we hold on to sanity with static clichés and abstractions. Sitting by water
brings out the meditator in me.

I have walked the coastal path from Garston, behind Speke Hall, alongside the
airport, and sit on a piece of concrete ruptured from the second world war. I
observe other remnants from older times I have read about in books – a quayside
where the little fishing fleet would moor, traces of old paved roads now leading
into grassy oblivion, ruins of a salt works where brine was evaporated. The
powdery blue sky is huge, much bigger than the ground and river. I look at it where
it falls across the misty minarets and towers of the oil refinery in the distance.
Strange that such a chemical processing plant linked on the one hand to blood
and carnage and terror in the middle east, and on the other to happy families
loading up the weekly shop in a Tesco car park, should look so beautiful. Strange
too that the lovely winter sky is itself an illusion, a simple reflection of the earth's
waters, an empty space of nothingness which the eye, the mind, fixes as reality.

The place is called Oglet, next to the Dungeon. Behind me, a short distance up an
old path, some of it anciently paved, besides a hedge, is Oglet Lane, with Oglet
Farm on it. Wheat is still reaped here but the farmhouse itself is two apartments
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owned by Peel Holdings. The Lane is blocked by security fencing at the perimeter
of the airport owned by Peel Holdings. Oglet Lane joins onto Dungeon Lane
running up to Hale Road lined for a mile or so with the postwar council estate of
Speke. A woman I used to work with was dragged from a car on Dungeon Lane one
night, stripped and raped, her boyfriend beaten up. Some history at least has a
basis as factual and real as the thundering jet planes which roar into the sky.

I have some binoculars with me, can sit here for hours looking at the wading birds
on the mudflats where we used to play, slurping to our knees. Behind me,
between the bushes and the churned up paths made by motorbike scramblers, if I
wait long enough I'll count maybe 50 varieties, these and the gulls and the
swallows or martins in wheeling cascades as fluid as the shimmering water.
Between times, my mind cascades with thick memories, of my Dad bringing me
here when I was three or four, on his heavy, black iron bike with the oil bath and
the tin child carrier, such visits among my earliest and certainly happiest
remembered times, these and the bicycle's creaking and whirring across the flat
farmlands of Halewood before it was built on.

Beyond the oil refinery which we used to pass en route to my mate's parents'
caravan in Rhyl, it's impossible not to recall every sense that came saturating our
journeys on cheap and motley bikes through Frodsham, up the long haul past
Queensferry, then over the Rainbow Hill at Loggerheads and down towards the
North Wales coast, young legs oblivious of effort, young minds dreaming of and
never getting a bit of finger at the end of the road.

We were prepared for these excursions by younger experiences near home. With
a plastic water bottle – mine was yellow and had a compass in the orange top –
Camp Hill and Woolton Woods were as sufficiently delightful as I find, now, a
lifetime later, genuine immersion in the near at hand to be. Certainly I have
enjoyed the remoteness of places such as the Scottish west coast and Highlands
but in my prime, as we call it, travelled and felt and thought far too quickly to
make connection with the sheer magic of observing, the absolute wonder of being
alive.

Our road, like so many around Liverpool in the late fifties and early sixties ended
in fields. There, we found ruined farm houses, cottages, orchards, ditches, paths,
bridges, trees and bushes deep enough to build dens in. First with carts made
from old prams, then on our bikes, we colonised the land, made it our own. When
we started letting girls come with us what we did was out of the joy of
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wickedness, sexual curiosity being secondary, although the memory is soaked
with senses of ripe berries and juices. There was a big pond called the Figure Eight
where we had a raft. It puzzles me a little that I can remember but not place times
when I went to the pond on my own, spending ages slowly punting across the
water.

When they started building the Torrington Estate on our fields, we took to
infiltrating the building work. Among the concrete our exploits grew harder.
Instead of climbing trees we were precariously walking on planks over deep
foundation basins. We robbed a bit, left our mark in cement before it set, broke
one or two windows in the workies' huts, and tormented whatever cockie
watchmen we came across. Then to Rhyl and separation into lives made more
concrete by the year.

We have to live together with shared conventions, use words and concepts in the
same way. The fronts we present to the world are as solid as the faces of houses,
our daily conversations weighted like an exchange of bricks. It is convenient to
think that our lives are a path or a road or a way; it gives us something to hold
onto. It's rich imaginative fun to contemplate gardens of forking paths, walks in
fictional woods, the road not taken. Provided we don't fall for the vicious lies of
roads to freedom, easy payment plans for dream homes and lives, pilgrimages to
a paradise beyond the dirtiness of mere humanity, the metaphor of the path is a
vital attribute of our being. But how much is lost in reducing life to a curriculum
(which relates to the Latin for carriageway), to squeeze our imaginative vision to a
secure but deadening limit of a curriculum vitae, stark facts chiseled on cold slabs
in a cemetery. Life is earth and body and water and sky; it is movement, life is
motion, what a poet has called 'the marriage of flesh and air'. It is far beyond the
reach of ideas.

I walk up Hale Road towards the airport where I can catch a bus. I have to go past
the back of what until his death 15 years ago was my Dad's house. There are
burnt out wheelie bins and mounds of spilled-out rubbish. From the little garden
he so lovingly tended, giant hedges have broken through the rotting fence.
Outside stands a new black four wheel drive vehicle with tinted windows.

Adrian Bailey
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Diary Entry 23rd March
Birds build their nests
along the old rail:
the Transpennine Trail;
and I go forward, towards my pasts.

* * * *

She says: “Get the 67!”
Seeing one
I get on,
as if doing it again.

This aberrant world
that I used to know
before the war. Ages ago.
Before the milk curdled.

The climb to Stud Farm
reveals changes:
a familiar strangeness
threatens to disarm.

The council estated
along Buckley Road
conforms to the building code
that feels so dated.

And houses of friends:
Chris Meagan, Peter Harrison,
my first love: Mary-Anne,
lay grey, with split ends.
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On Montrose Avenue,
where we bumped the lifts
in the blocks of flats
that are now done up in a ‘make-do’

Along Crown Way
where we robbed from shops,
no one called the cops,
but gave us a belting the next day.

And the Walnut Tree
Is now a Tesco.
I wonder where the drinkers go:
To town or into Coventry?

On the corridor,
lime leaves carpet the way,
I feel like Jesus on Palm Sunday;
having something to account for.

And Melton Road
looks the same as ever before
as I rap on the door,
feeling for my sa node

* * * *

Back in Walton I accept
that this is home to me
and as I turn the front-door-key,
I contemplate if I had ever left

Denis Joe
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The Steps
Thursday afternoon

12:55

front doors locked

gates shut

first sign post, instinctively avoided.

My white cane, as I’m registered blind, with vision best described as looking
through the eye of a needle from a foot or two, rests lightly between cycle lane
and pavement in Beckwith Street, Birkenhead. I’m ready for my early afternoon
walk, destination the Spider Project, situated in the new industrial estate,
Woodside, The Pier Head.

The route, though unconventional, was the safest one my rehabilitation officer
could find. She’d traversed the area for a time then spent eight to ten weeks
training me. Beginning, I immediately find myself disorientated, all teachings are
at once forgotten as I revert to counting steps, something I was specifically
warned never to do.

240, I arrive at a curb,

‘left;’ into Cathcart Street

30 more bring me to the tactile tiles near the Sea Dog, very helpful for the blind

‘right;’

get my bearing

listen for traffic

no lights

when all is quiet, cross slow reaching the island
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still listening, this time for traffic from the left

continue to the other side, my cane continuously sweeping, as it touches the
schools’ railings

‘left;’

follow them to St Anne Way

‘right;’

after another 140, I feel for the grey bollards that match beautifully with the same
coloured ground about them

passing, I arrive at the cross-over railings, then search for the yellow box on the
pedestrian lights, careful not to focus on the island ones, that can be very
dangerous, very scary.

Hearing the beeps I cross Watson Street

‘left;’

walk to the Price Street barrier follow it round to the pelican crossing

beeps

cross

‘right;’

tap the garden walls on the left until Park Street

listen

no lights

cross

‘left;’

industrial buildings along my right, cars, vans and wagons in and out all the time,
walk along the narrow pavement, up and down curbs, past sign and lampposts,
electric power boxes, hoping for the best
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‘right;’ into Cleveland Street with its many side roads, businesses and car parks
running of it, the road is too long for counting so I tend to find myself bouncing of
differing lampposts and wheelie bins, while trying to avoid any vehicles pulling
out, occasionally walking into them but mainly not.

After the long walk down it’s the tactile tiles again

‘left;’

traffic lights

beeps

cross

then backtrack veering right feeling for the wall

tap, tap

‘right;’

turn the corner into Sanford Street with its high curbs, grey sign posts and many
large parking meters.

10 steps, first curb, busy garage on my right, then it’s up past The Ark and its grey
concrete lampposts

stop

listen

cross the road

continue on down, my cane contacting posts on my left and railings, walls and
meters on my right

stop

listen

cross another road

carry on down until
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‘right;’ onto the narrowest of pavements, the name of this road is unknown,
carefully I walk 20 steps to the next traffic light

press the button

back against the wall, shoes peeping into the gutter

beeps

cross

‘left;’ into a grey lamppost follow the green on my right, red tiles underfoot, down a
steep gradient, round and round to a brown post

then 60 steps to the first business and extremely steep curb

stop

listen

step down

cross, up and wait, I edge to the curbside, drag and pull with my cane until it
comes into contact with a grey sign post

‘left;’

here I have to cross the busiest road without the aid of lights

I wait

listen

hold out my cane and cross, step through the pyramid type tiles on the other side,
over, I’m told, a pair of tram tracks and head for the red wall directly in front

tap, tap

‘right;’ into Pacific Road

290 curbside steps, avoiding parking meters, I arrive on the front

‘right;’

first black post
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70 steps

just passed the 5th post

‘right;’ into the arch of the industrial estate

up three steps

along

down three more out the other side

‘left;’

around and past any cars

‘left;’

into Spider and welcome voices

estimated time 30 minutes.

Robert Batty
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Blackie’s
Top Welsh Hill Walks
Half Man Half Biscuit’s lyricist and vocalist, Nigel Blackwell tells us about his
favourite Welsh hill walks.

In no order at all….

Cnicht

Ask a five year old to draw a mountain and they’ll draw Cnicht-the Welsh
Matterhorn- moody mine workings and a ‘none more convenient’ cafe in Croesor
at walk’s end.

Moel Siabod

The Local’s Mountain-best view of the Snowdon Horseshoe without having to chat
shite to couples in love. East Ridge scramble preferable ascent.

Foel Fenlli

Oneupmanship after the Famau descent-as in “we may as well do that one there
while we’re here, I’ve heard there’s a spring” – good recce for the cycling HELL that
is Bwlch Pen Barras also. Mad mad gradient at the hairpin.

Snowdon/Yr Wyddfa

Gets criticism for the crowds but that’s not ‘it’s’ fault and yes it may well be that
people flock there because it’s the highest but it’s also MASSIVELY IMPRESSIVE. I’ll
plump for either the PYG track or the Watkin Path. I also feel slightly alone in not
actually having an opinion on the cafe or the train.

Y Lliwedd

Simply because it’s where Mallory climbed back up to an almost impossible to
achieve precipice in order to retrieve his pipe. One can dwell on this on the PYG
track up Snowdon of course.
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Pen yr ole Wen

A slog straight from the off but again not many people about and a sight of Tryfan
which cannot be bettered.

Tryfan

No explanation required really. “I’m by no means the biggest but just fucking look
at me!”

Glyder Fach and Glyder Fawr

These were my first encounters in the hills and coupled with a mini scramble over
Castell Y Gwynt followed by a descent of the Devil’s Kitchen path it’s difficult to
think of a better day out. Devil’s Kitchen remains the most foreboding place I’ve
been in. Can generate a truly evil atmosphere in the right (wrong) conditions-it
doesn’t even need the ghost that’s attached to it. Very Joy Division. Menlove
Edwards put up a few routes here and look what happened there….

Special mention for Wirral’s own Colin Kirkus in this area. Also while I think on, I’m
sure Archer Thompson copped for it hereabouts too. I’ll move on.

The hill on which the Church of Llangelynin stands (Tal-y-Fan/Conway Mountain)

Because it’s just a BIG DAFT BASTARD of a place. The sign above the door is
magnificent. Brilliantly wild in rough weather I imagine. Head constantly bothered
for days after with the thought ‘Who/What worships there, and what is it they
worship?’ Has M.R. James written all over it.

Nigel Blackwell
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A History Of Faces
As with any journey, you can’t exactly say when this one began. I shall tell it like
this.

The journey down to the beach began with a lizard leading the way. The lizard
wasn’t going to the beach so I continued on my own.

The ocean is like an old friend. Excitement met with cold response, so cold. A
want to get closer, she’s breathing heavily, heaving. I edge in cautiously. My
dodgy foot and inexperience on the pebbles hinder my approach, so I lean
against a rock for support.

Leaning in, she engulfs me. I didn’t expect it. I’m laughing like a child and she’s
splashing me. I get this sudden urge. I want more. I want to jump in. Splash about.
Cover myself. I want it all over me.

Holding back is something I’ve become accustomed to and customs prevail so
vigorously that it takes a revolution to resist. So I resist the instinct, the instance
of spontaneity. Hands on my hips, I think it all through how good it would feel,
how nice to swim in the sea. The moment passes.

Sitting on the rock I watch for a long time. I watch and become engrossed.

The rhythm, the approach, the push, the break, the withdraw, the hollow sound in-
between, the pebbles tambourine as they fall, collective sound, individually.

I watch the wave start at the other end of the beach and dance down towards me,
on the rock where it reaches up to touch me, and then across, where the view is
so beautiful it reminds me of photos I have seen. Then – a history of faces
washes over me.

**********************************

I’m glad to say, I’ve got my shoes on now, but that’s not how the journey began.

‘Okaya, diva into the wata and I’ll take a picture.’
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‘Do you meana, belly flop?!’

I splashed my face and arms to acclimatise but it didn’t help much. It was cold,
invigorating, cold.

‘Why don’t you swim to the beach?’

‘Okay.’ It wasn’t far but far enough to feel heroic as I approached. The sunbathers
would look on impressed. The water, like a swimming pool, so clear.

At first I swam fast, so as to reach my audience in glory but then I took my time.
Seagulls gliding above and the rocky cliff side. As I reached the bay the water
grew warmer.

They were all Italianos and they barely uttered ‘Ciao’ as I beached. They were
plotting ‘A, A, A Sorrento.’ How did they know our route? They moved to the shore,
Speedos and crossed arms.

Italian spies followed us everywhere we went. At breakfast when we talked of
politics, war, Afghan fundamentalists they would listen in, a face between the
bamboo.

I lay on the pebbles creating a space for my head and let the sun dry me. I
watched the man with the kayak take off. Edging my toes into the water, they
were everywhere. The jellyfish were not the end of the journey but it put a stop to
the swimming.

Yesterday I had left inches between the beach and the sea with which to walk in
my swim suit. Now, I had to clamber crab like across the cliff side rocks, bare foot.
It was painful but more painful was the fact that my bare ass swim suit thighs
were on display. The higher I climbed, the more of a show I became. I turned to
the beach where the Italians watched on like grazing sheep, disinterested,
watching, the whole flock of them. I half hoped they would show me an easier
route, but I continued in my swimsuit.

I became a gladiator as I edged across the sharp terrain on hands and knees, a
dancer as I poised. I didn’t think it would ever end, until my cliffside clamber was
abruptly brought to a stop. A massive drop. I didn’t know how far it went because
I couldn’t look.
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‘Nikolai!’ I yelled. ‘Nikolai there’s jellyfish in the sea.’ He mimed a jump, jump
across. Fuck that! It was too far. ‘Nikolai!’ He was gone.

I sat there, perched, hugging my knees, trying not to think, peering over the edge,
weighing up the jump. I couldn’t do it. I laughed. I prayed. I waited.

And then he was there, barefoot. ‘Ahh yes this is what I was talking about when I
asked if you were afraid of heights.’ Sun washed smile. ‘Well I am.’ The company
soothed me back into motion and I toed my way down to a plausible crossing
point across the crevice. ‘Ahh yes that’s a good way’ he said as I held my breath,
stepping out. Now we were together, we set off across the mollusc carpeted plain
once more. Exclaiming in pain most of the way, joined in hardship, the feat
became funny.

I looked back, the mountain goat Italians were setting off. Nikolai arrived back
first and I joined him eager to shed my gladiator leotard although the way I looked
in swimsuit was lower on my concern list, relieved to be back, to be eating,
stuffing crisps, chocolate, water.

Then, the Italians, the pompous bastards, had found a way around, shoed,
sunglasses, they looked around, they looked at me, embraced one another
looking out at the sea view and then returned via a footpath to the ‘secluded
beach.’ As if to say, this is how we do things.

Amanda Pixie Laycock
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Hiraeth
I didn’t want to leave

But it was so nice to come home

Penicillin had grown on my bhajis

In the fridge and a wizened tea bag

Lay on the draining board

I didn’t walk to Hilbre

Though the sky was azure blue

The blue remembered hills

Are still with me – opposite

Not now, fine mist, rain kissed, invisible

I took a Kwell, I’m speaking with a lilt

Everything’s ethereal

I’m in a haze

I remember Paula in a twist

Something she’d missed

I remember too –

My heart aches and a drowsy numbness

Pains – as though of hemlock I had drunk

Words spill out. There’s no doubt

It’s a delirium, a purge
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Why can’t I find a rhyme like

‘Nothing lonelier than Snowdonia’?

All I could manage was detox and chicken pox!

Now I’m travelling in the train

Tunnels carved from red sand stone

Blackened by ancient steam

Getting off at Edge Hill

In the days before the pill

Adrian writes stuff like this

Why can’t I?

Saesneg, Bechod, Hiraeth

Words I had forsaken are tumbling back into my brain

Perigwl. Nac oes tan, sut dach chi heddiw, tarol ruan. Da iawn d olch.

Naddolig

Llawen a Blwyddan Newyddalda tishyr dwr tylruan cariad

Arglwydd, Jesi mawr –

I’m going too far!

On returning to West Kirby from Lloyd George’s house in Llanystumdwy, Criccieth,
Gwynedd with little regard for rhyming schemes and some of the Welsh spelling.

Rosalind Griffiths

Spider Project hold a 5 day writing residential at the Welsh National Writing Centre
in Ty Newydd in North Wales where members of our creative writing group can
work on their own material and also partake in various workshops with tutors and
guest speakers.
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Eye Level
Hi there folks! My name’s Leona Redgraves. I live on Walton Road just by the
Halfway House pub and I spend a couple of days a week in Liverpool city centre
doing various things which I can’t talk or write about. What I can do is take you on
the scenic route into town avoiding those nosey voyeurs who’ve got nothing
better to do but take pleasure in watching people do nothing. Well, sometimes
nothing. As you know there are cameras everywhere these days; in taxis, on
busses, on every road, tops of buildings, they’re fucking everywhere. But I’ve
found a nice peaceful route into town and, at a leisurely stroll, it can done in about
30-40 minutes, as long as the weather’s fine that is.

My journey begins when I leave my flat. I do a left onto Royal Street, there’s a
camera at the bottom of Royal Street, it’s only one of those swivel ones, so when
the coast’s clear, across we go, straight onto Everton Valley, across Everton Valley
and into Mark Street. There’s no cameras on this estate, fuck all ever happens in
Mark Street . Straight through and onto Netherfield Road North. We’re fine on
Nethy as well. Considering where Netherfield Road is situated, right between
Scotty and the Grizedale estate, there’s not one camera on it. Go figure!

We’re safe here for now, so at your own leisurely pace you can take in all the fine
surrounding scenery at your pleasure. To your right you have two blocks of flats,
don’t know what they’re called. They’re getting done up and look alright but 70
grand for a two bedroom flat on Nethy Road? Are you mad? And to your left, a bit
further on you have Victoria Settlement, more flats. I remember when there used
to be a youth club there. Forgot how many times that got robbed.

Then just next to that is Our Lady of Immaculate school, my old school, not a bad
school if I may say so myself, apart from the nuns that is. As we stroll along Nethy
for a bit we come to St George’s hills. I have no idea why they put those there. One
of Mad Maggie’s mad and bad ideas. They’re not too bad if you’re jogging or like
getting stoned on weed. Liverpool at night looks alright through smoke filled eyes.
Just past St George’s on your right is Everton Park Nature Garden. Didn’t even
know there was a nature garden in Everton so I haven’t got a clue what that’s
about.
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As we come to Netherfield Road South we’re still in the clear for a bit and straight

away we come across a little iconic dwelling amongst Everton fans that is. It’s a

little what looks like a tiny witch’s house on Everton Football Club’s badge. I’ve

been told it used to be a dungeon many years ago, hopefully just for Liverpool

fans. We’ve got to be a little bit careful here cos we’re coming up to our first

camera just on our left. It’s not that bad though because it’s pointing straight

down onto Langy, so you can just walk behind it where you should be safe.

As we move briskly further along Netherfield Road South cameras start popping
up here and there because now we’re entering into student territory. The next
camera comes on Islington, it’s another swivel one, so if you time it right, you’ll be
alright, then it’s straight across Islington onto Moss Street. Then across onto
Daulby Street, it’s straight over and into student territory. Now, if you’ve got your
wits about you and any common, you can blend this, don’t be coming to town
dressed from head to toe in your North Face swag with your 110s on, you’ll stand
out like a shark in your local swimming baths. Dress for the occasion and take
your time, you’re in no rush, everything’s still gonna be there when you get there.

As we come onto Great Orford Street the cameras start coming thick and fast here
folks, even Spiderman would find it difficult getting away from this web of eyes.
So, it’s straight over onto Hope Street. Now if you’re dressed for the occasion you
should have no trouble blending in here. On Hope Street you can take a right into
Click Street, then do a left onto Duke Street. Now if you’ve got this far, you’re doing
stupendously well. With any luck you’ve ghosted into town without being noticed
by those slimy voyeurs because from now on folks, you’re on your own. From
here on in, there’s just no escaping those beady eyes in the sky, but don’t worry
your pretty little heads, you’ll be fine. Don’t do nothing to draw attention to
yourself and everything will be A-OK. Now be careful and fill your boots or
anything else you’d like to fill and we’ll talk again some time in the not too distant
future folks. Adios amigos and good hunting.

Yours sincerely

Miss Leona Redgraves (aka Gerard Evans)
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Zona Interview –
David Jacques
Interview by Denis Joe

Could you tell us a bit about your background

I grew up in Kirkdale and Walton, a fairly regular upbringing, working-class family,
comprehensive school, but with low expectations of any of us going on to do
anything of worth. Though luckily I was encouraged mainly by my dad to pursue
an interest in visual art. The thing is, with our family there’s been an arty bent
there for a few generations and that stood me in good stead. I showed a bit of an
aptitude for drawing and that gave an impetus to head down that route.

Did you have an interest in literature as it seems to inform a lot of your work?

One of the things that I can say with certainty is that narrative has been a
mainstay of my work, virtually from day one. Where I found my voice in visual
representation was as much through a rigorous use of storytelling, which was
forged by an interest in history and literature, that’s really been central from the
off.

You take a rather unique approach to the historical narrative. You seem to
mingle the past and the future.

‘Por Convención Ferrer’ was a breakthrough work in that regard. It was the first
essay-film that I’d been involved with. It’s essentially an exercise in collapsing
history and interweaving factual and fictional information and relates to that
Howard Zinn position that says there’s no such thing as objective history, there’s a
notion of history being all around us - it’s not something that disappears in a linear
fashion over your shoulder. The history that I’ve always been involved with is the
bottom-up approach; that tapping into a multitude of voices and challenging the
received wisdoms.
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The issues of ‘history’, especially around political movements, point to the
creation of myths. Your recent works Por Convención Ferrer and The Irlam
House Bequest seem to be constructing their own myths. How important is that
to your work?

It’s become more important specifically regards the idea of connecting myth with
agency. The conventional understanding of myth, doesn’t really apply for me, the
idea that it’s all dubious and ephemeral, a pack of lies. Myth for me is a form that’s
absolutely reliant on agency, it’s something that anyone can have a hand in
shaping and is reflective of who we are and where we are in any given space or
time.

Central to myth-making is story telling. We normally assume that visual artists
have their work pre-planned using technical jargon and visual outlines. You
seem to use a story for planning your work.

One of the things about working in contemporary art is that, one of the great get-
out clauses, is that you can approach things in a very idiosyncratic way - there’s
no rule-books kicking around.

So those three works ‘Por Convención Ferrer’, ‘The Irlam House Bequest’ and
‘North Canada – English Electric’ all developed out of objects that I had created:
the banners for ‘Por Convención Ferrer’, stereoviews for ‘North Canada’ and with
‘Irlam House’ the design templates. They’re works, ‘Irlam House’ in particular, that
engage with a labour theory of art production. And those objects start out as art
objects, but then find a way into the narrative and begin to operate as props. So
they tend to alternate precariously between those two forms of representation.

But initially when the work was being generated for ‘Irlam House’ I really didn’t
know where it was going. There was a template of sorts that holds together for ‘Por
Convención Ferrer’, which meant once that emerged the work pretty much wrote
itself. Though with ‘Irlam House’ there were quite big gaps in the script and they
were tackled on the spot during the shooting and editing processes.
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With last year’s Liverpool City of Radicals, the Bluecoat commissioned a work
from you that became The Irlam House Bequest. I find that in contemporary art,
there is a lot of work being produced to highlight issues - I don’t see that in your
work.

No, if there are issues they’d be approached obliquely or just buried. But I was
very aware of the Liverpool City of Radicals project with the commission and to
that extent there was a reflexive, critical element to ‘Irlam House’ that looked at
what might constitute ‘radicalism’ and the collective, the difficulties of coming
together and attempting to create what in effect would be something along the
lines of Hakim Bey’s T.A.Z. – a ‘temporary autonomous zone’.

But for me, a themed year wouldn’t normally be the spur to creating a work.

Words seem to dominate your work. But you are not pushing them as having
meaning but in their effect as a visual thing. How important is it to represent
words as visual things rather than their literal meaning?

There’s a whole canon of works that were produced using language as a kind of
debased form – you could look to The Lettrists, The Situationists and going further
back through Dadaism and Futurism – that really interests me; using language in
a very affective way. But the novelists, poets, scriptwriters and the like that I’m
into, those with philosophies that might bleed into the psychological, political or
anthropological are really useful references as well.

Something that was noticeable around the Democratic Promenade exhibition,
held at the Bluecoat, was that there was a focus on movements. There is a sort
of sniffiness towards ‘isms’ and the like, but they did give a direction towards
the disciplines. Is that lack of movements today, a problem?

We’re maybe living through times when the old certainties are not being of much
use. It’s interesting because ideas are opening up, as are new forms of
questioning. But then I wouldn’t see myself as an ‘activist’ artist. Those ideas that
look at, for want of a better term the ‘minor revolutions’ taking place in everyday
life seem more fruitful. I’d much rather be involved in a less well-defined role than
with the earnest old full-time job of the ‘activist’.
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One of the things about getting rid of the ‘old certainties’ such as those which
defined elitism, has been a trend towards, what some call, ‘dumbing down.’
There is a feeling that art should be telling us things, saying how we should be
viewing works, rather than allowing us to interact with it. But there are artists –
many from Liverpool, I notice, who go against that trend and allow people to
come to terms with the works through their own process.

I’d agree and for my own part there’s a commitment to adopting a layered
approach to developing content. It allows for a number of different narrative
threads to weave together and can result in a breaking down of the subject, a
chance to play around with fact and fiction. It’s in the navigating between these
layers that maybe what you refer to as being interactive or offering degrees of
agency can occur.

What would you say about the process you went through to reach the stage
where you are now?

The trail to wherever ‘here’ is probably looks like it went all over the show - that’s
not necessarily a weakness. And rather that than having opted for the weaselly
pursuit of some aspirational career plan. But really I’m just thankful to be still
practicing, still challenging myself and striving to maintain a critical outlook.

David has worked with The Spider Project over many years and with Gernot
Wieland helped realise our Bluecoat staged performance ‘Time Is What keeps The
Light From Reaching Us’

His film work can be viewed via https://vimeo.com/user5423212

This interview originally appeared in The Accent Magazine.
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Se Vende (extract)

I walk the Autovia Del Mediterraneo (or to give it its less glamorous sounding route
name the N340) from El Faro to La Cala De Mijas, through the segregated hillside
Urbanicazion where British, German, Scandinavian and Dutch ex-pats rub
shoulders with wealthy Spaniards on the Costa del Sol. This cliched corner of
ancient Andalucía has seen many invasions; the Tartessians, Phoenicians,
Greeks, Romans, Visigoths, Moors and Gypsies all leaving traces of their cultural
DNA. Yet, walking along this cracked pavement along the main Malaga to Marbella
motorway, maybe we are witnessing the end days of the final invasion before the
coast and the mountains return to some semblance of the pre-tourist era.

As I break in my new Adidas sandals walking down the Calle Cordoba, along the
Calle del Sol and down the Calle Bilbao, I pass the area's two eateries and drinking
holes, the British 'Carlton Bar' and the Spanish 'Dona Maria’, separated by a
battened-up, former car hire outlet and a small Supermercado staffed by British
ex-pats. There's a communal swimming pool and a more up-market restaurant,
the El Patio to the back of these buildings and all around there is a misleading
tranquility as the quiet villas and casas doze in the heat of another Andalucian
summer.

As I get to the main road, Fuengirola is a few miles to the north and Marbella is 30
odd kilometers to the south. It's early on a late July Saturday morning and the
path is empty save for a few sweating joggers wired to their digital defibrillators
and the odd cyclist. The road however is busy. Very busy. I do a quick spot check
on the make of vehicles that pass in a few minutes; Citroens and Renaults seem
to be the most popular, followed by Ford, Peugeot, Seats, Opels, then the usual
Teutonic mid-range stalwarts; VW, BMW, Mercedes, Audi, the odd flash 4x4, Range
Rover, Mitsubishi and Jag. Scania trucks seem to be popular, the odd biker,
scooter rider pass and a cyclist in full Tour de France lycra rig out forces the traffic
to swerve on this dangerous road with its vehicles zooming past at 100km per
hour.

That old Situationist slogan 'sur la pave, the plage' is literally true here as the
autovia runs directly adjacent to the narrow stretch of rough sand that passes for
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the beach in El Faro. Imagine if you tried sunbathing next to the M62, that's what
it's like for those who can't be bothered to travel up to Fuengirola or down to La
Cala de Mijas. As I walk past low level luxury apartments with fancy cars parked
outside, the slip road sections off beach side villas with names like 'Casa
Marguerita' and 'Beach Club.' The wall for 'Beach Club' is wired up with CCTV and
there’s a huge crack in the wall opening up from top to bottom. Like many others it
is 'Se Vende' - for sale - a portent that all is not quite as it seems here.

Up the hills, new developments spread like cancer stalled by the painful
chemotherapy that austerity has brought. All along the road, ‘Se Vende’ signs crop
up on road side shops and houses. At a bridge over a small rivulet leading to the
beach, I spot a huge cat wandering through weeds and bullrushes as birds
squawk a warning in the trees. Whitewashed walls give way to bamboo thickets
and close to the foot of the next flyover, rather than the usual wet paw prints of
cats and dogs, someone has etched a Minoan style athlete into the cement. Palm
trees line the hills, their parched branches hanging down in matted brown clumps
like the beards of vagrants.

Papa Luigi's Pizzeria is next to the Farmacia and a stretch limo is parked outside a
shuttered shop. ‘The Hut’ advertises 2000 channels of sport whereas ‘Streets Of
London’ pub has its target audience firmly marked out. We're on the outskirts of
La Cala now and I decide to turn back as we're off to Malaga today and I've gone
further than I'd intended (and both of my big toes are cut from the fresh new
plastic flip flops). On the opposite side of the road, under the roughly quarried
rock, rusting bolts pierce the pavement in two rows of six, forming a miniature
ruined Roman temple. It's obviously a health and safety hazard, as are the
massive cracks, stone eruptions, stray cables and open electricity boxes but
maybe that's just my Protestant prudishness and Nordic need for order kicking in.

After having a strange altercation with a Spanish speaking lad dropping off a
stunning girl outside the entrance to the El Chapparal urbanizacion, I pass a dead
and decaying cat left to fester unloved on the pavement. Its head has been
covered by a deflated football. I wonder if this is some ancient Masonic or mafia
warning or a sacrificial offering. Did the ball get there by accident or had it been
deliberately placed there? The football headed, rotting cat disturbed me for a few
seconds.

This isn't a metaphor by the way, although I intend to use it as one. If Spain is the
body of the cat, being eaten away from the inside by a corrupt and incompetent
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clique of politicians and capitalists, then the nation's all-conquering football team
is the face of the country that King Juan Carlos and the government spin masters
want to present to the rest of the world. Yet, the ball is deflated and Del Bosque
like Pep Guardiola (as well as the fans) know that this sublime level of perfection
cannot be sustained for much longer before complacency and competing egos,
ageing legs and stifling tactics accelerate decline.

The poetry of geometry, the symmetry of form, the glazed finish of perfection;
Moorish tiles and Spanish soccer are a counterbalance to the ugly scrub of the
pavement and the horrendous, half empty high rises and apartment blocks that
line the roads and hills across the Costa del Sol. They offer a justification for
human concepts of aesthetic beauty and solid application. Those 'total football'
seeds planted by the adopted Catalan, Johan Cruyff and his Dutch masters of the
70s have born beautiful fruit 40 years later with the current generation of Spanish
players.

Phil Thornton

The full article can be read on the Zona blogsite
www.zonathemagazine.wordpress.com
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Chough Watching
You do not tweet

are elusive

Garbo-like reclusive

outsmarting the long lens

Crouched in undergrowth

Yes! No...

Only a crow.

Or more Jackdaws.

Lenses droop

You make us wait

Are fashionably late

Then you twirl into view

Beyond roped cliff edge

throwing shapes to the camera

In your black, evening glamour

Red lipstick. Bright red shoes

Paula Currie
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Too Many Tescos
I walk down the little pathway that leads from my front door to the street, or is it
the other way round? Take a left then a right and walk along Balmoral Road.
Newsham Park is behind me. It’s a nice little park. I walk right up Balmoral to
Prescot Road and take a left then cross at the lights and walk to the bus stop
outside Londis. Opposite there’s a fruit market that’s been there for years and
every time I look at it I say to myself “I’ll have to go there and get some fruit this
week, it’ll be better than Tesco.” But I never do, I just stand and admire it from
across the road with its pallets of fruit stacked on other pallets of fruit. They
always have loads of bananas there.

I wait for the ten, hoping it won’t be packed and when it finally shows, it normally
isn’t. Just before the Lister Hotel is the building that Kenny Market used to be in. I
remember going in there about ten years ago or so and it was rank. It stunk, had
filthy toilets and the stalls were some of the weirdest I’ve seen. They sold all kind
of rubbish treasures and there was one that sold second hand furniture that was
just unsellable. I remember they were selling a two-seater couch once and it
looked like they’d got it from a tip. Me dad said it used to be a good place to go and
it was a decent place to shop and loiter but no one was interested in keeping the
place alive. “Too many Tescos” he said. To me, it seemed like a slum market from a
different time.

The ten carries on to Kensington Road and goes past the Picturedrome, the place
where I first started drinking with me boss. I was a labourer and he was a bad
example. The shops on Kenny were regenerated a few years ago. Like in Doctor
Who, they were the same but looked different. They look better than they used to.
Just before Kenny library there’s a big old church that I remember being a place
where they used to store antiques and have auctions, but now it’s a Church of the
Gilbert Deya Ministries.

Gilbert Juma Deya is a Kenyan Evangelist who bases himself in Britain and has
churches across England. His church claims that he can make infertile women
pregnant with the power of prayer. It’s weird because in Kenya he has a warrant
out for his arrest for the trafficking of babies out of the country and has been
embroiled in legal action in London for a so called ‘Miracle Baby’.

Just past the church is Kensington Library a lovely little building with a glass
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observatory type thing atop it, kind of looks like a roof conservatory actually. The
bus carries on down Kenny past Empress Road where me dad used to live, then
down the hill past the huge Royal Liverpool Hospital with its big chimney that
chuffs out the smoke from the incinerator. As a child I used to think this was
where the chopped off and infected parts of peoples bodies are burned, amongst
other things. But alas, it is just the generator.

The bus does a left after the Royal and then a right on to London Road and I get off
opposite TJ Hughes. I take my first left at The Windsor pub and walk up the little
incline. At the top of this little road is the Bullring. Officially St Andrew’s Gardens,
the Bullring is now student accommodation but it was first built in the 1930’s by
Liverpool council to house people and move them from insanitary properties to
new tenement buildings in the same neighbourhood. The Bullring was just one of
the blocks of flats built around this time all with the same build spec and purpose.
The tenants of the Bullring could boast they had the luxury of indoor bathrooms,
hot and cold running water, as well as gas and outdoor facilities such as verandas
and a play area for the children in the centre of the ring.

I cross over at the Bullring and walk down the little road to the left. As I come
round the other side, there is the mural on the wall of all different types of people
doing activities; dancers, bikers, builders, mothers, children and more. I pass the
mural, go through the bollards and straight on to Brownlow Hill. The Metropolitan
Cathedral is on the left. I do a right and then my first left on to Clarence Street
where the college is. They’ve just built a new building that looks like a big stealth
boat. I went to that college about seven or eight years ago but never committed to
it.

Straight on again to Rodney Street, where I pass the pyramid tomb of James
McKenzie, an extremely wealthy man and freemason. There are some very far-
fetched stories regarding the death and burial of James McKenzie and I can never
help but to have a good look at that pyramid most days.

I carry on along Rodney Street and take a left on to Hardman Street, where I then
cross over and I’m nearly there. I take a right on to Pilgrim Street and I can then
see the beautiful masterpiece that is the Anglican Cathedral. Carry on walking to
the little black door on the inconspicuous looking building that is the Spider
Project, where I am guaranteed to receive a warm welcome and some inspiration.

Jamie Barton
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FromMy Nan’s To Ours
(with respect to Francis Alys)

You hear closing door, you start playing the railings

Along landing to stairs, wood on cast steel plays along

Tune still in your head, you swap railings for wall

... Same stick, wash house, red bricks play the same song

Inside the women scrub, iron and fold with great pride

Their medal of honour, sheets whiter than yours

A whiteness from a block called a blue, nothing more

Blue as the air, thick with mimed secrets not shared before

Reaching the brew, now play the toss-over railings

Many a fracture and tear, just a pride’s shove away

Still beating, conducting, top of the brew, Fonthill Road

This is the second time I've played these railings today

I played these so often, they have so many tunes

I caught my kecks on the spikes once, near broke me neck

Playing Slade to Marc Bolan, Benny Hill and Clive Dunn

Grab a new stick and new song, we now play The Rec

The Rec is an opera, a furlong, double LP

Open source railings, not just played by me

I'll give it a go like, might end up with loops

I'll make it a fast one, want to get home for me tea
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Opposite, side terraced streets, no railings to play

Alfonso, Suffield, Hogarth, Langtry, not played on this walk

Past Garnet to Medlock, terraces running behind

Kirkdale Homes Philharmonic, if only railings could talk

They would talk of the history as long as it's dark

Baritone railings are linked to The Rec

Men, women and children taken from here, sings the steel

From here, cry the railings, they were hung by the neck

New stick, new song, the bricks on the doctors

Over the road, more brick songs from clinic and dairy

Up Smeaton from Goodhall which leads to Carisbrooke, County

Play a couple of doors but those songs are scary

Wezzy Road school faces, the Stanley Arms boozer

Leighton Steet dusk sends a mist Kirkdale thick

The Oller, the dairy, Willis's shop, no music at all

It's the air’s song that's begging to be played by our stick

In the distance, the chippy and the cobblers both shut

The Albany stands guard, cellar grids keep the beat

Crescendo; the privets, two lampposts, next door’s wall

Stick plays our front door, take it home, Ruskin Street

Frank Hargreaves
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Hirfron
I sat cold and wet in the stone structure I had passed many times. It got me out of
the wind and the driving drizzle. My wet shorts, flimsy and unable to absorb any
more water, clung to my legs. The structure I sat in was roofless, the dry stones
piled together seemed at once solid and precarious. There was a pile of sheep shit
on the floor to my left. In among the stones was a ball of scrunched up paper,
maybe a message left behind for a specific or random recipient, maybe where
someone had wiped their arse. Down the hill to my right, the holiday cottage
contained almost everything I hold dear. It was only half a mile away, but seemed
to belong to another life. I was reminded of a Raymond Carver poem where he
locks himself out and is looking through a window at his living room, watching it
exist without him.

I had set out an hour earlier, with the rain threatening but not yet started. I wanted
a small slice of the holiday to myself, and had a waterproof coat stashed in my
bag. I had done this walk many times, but decided to go the opposite way round to
usual. This got the boring bit out the way early, fairly flat farmer's fields and stiles
newly fashioned from B&Q wood. A few fields of sheep followed soon after by a
farmhouse with a French looking spire. I felt a bit last about disturbing the
tranquility of the afternoon naps the sheep were taking, flapping a futile
apologetic hand in their direction as they rose arthritically and hopped stiffly out
of my path.

On the other side of the wall, hay was freshly cut and bagged in round black
plastic parcels, the revealed field below a fresh and vibrant green. The first spots
of rain washed and freshened the air just as I lost the wind shelter of the wall. I
crossed a stream by way of a slight wooden walkway. I arrived at the head of
Porth Saint, as the wind picked up and the waves began to break more vigorously
over ship wrecking rocks. Along the way I had stopped periodically and snapped
away on my camera phone, visually recording the route. As I skirted the cove to
the left, I found myself stopping every few yards as the view opened out,
revealing a new angle or clumps of purple heather echoed by similar coloured
bruising of the rocks.
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The wind was really stiff now, firing stinging rain straight in off the wide open bay.
The peaks of Snowdonia had been long shrouded and the sea was swelling and
splitting open. I wrestled my coat out of the bag and, employing a mixture of kite
flying and origami, I got it on. I followed the cliff top right into the face of the rain
just as it turned from spots to sheets. The coat held firm but the rest of my clothes
were instantly sodden. The coast turned back on itself and I looked back at the
hay bundles in the field I'd passed earlier. With the rain lashing my back I tried to
photograph it from a distance. I was surprised how insignificant it was in the
viewfinder, how little of the field of vision it took up. I became conscious of how
sight works, how we constantly edit out most of what we can see, filtering and
focusing until the world looks how we want it to.

The newly slippery path skirted past an old stone well. The rectangular chamber
had diagonal stone seats built into each corner. I sat and tried to imagine what
their purpose had been, was it beyond mere shelter, a sort of ancient sauna type
set up? My knowledge of even those few bits of the world I'm familiar with felt
tiny, inadequate and the thought ghosted past that my whole lifetime's
knowledge would amount to little. I let that go and headed toward the shelter that
marked the top of the hill and seemed to offer better protection from the weather.

After taking in the view from there, it became obvious that the rain was going to
continue for a while. I thought about heading straight across the fields to the
warmth of the house, but I knew I had to go through the ritual of paddling alone
through the slow chug of waves on the sheltered beach below. I could see it, on
past the house, fringed from this angle by a row of Scotch pine shaped like the 1's
and 7's of European handwriting. I zipped up my coat and set off downhill. A
phone wire flapped, snapped from its pole and I doubted that it was the wind that
had torn it down. It only went to the abandoned coastguard hut so could have lain
unfixed for weeks, maybe months. I followed the track down, skirting holiday
cottages and the paranoid ‘Keep Outs’ and ‘Privates’ of the headland's permanent
residents.

At the beach, the sun began to emerge, but the rain continued to lash. The tide
was quite far out and I crossed the beach, stopping near the water to take my
boots and socks off. They were wringing wet. I stood in the water and it was
warmer than I was braced for. I watched for jellyfish and tried to ignore the stones
and shells that scratched at my feet. Slowly, the swoosh of the waves lulled me
and I turned around at the far side of the beach to make my way back. A couple of
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rowing boats strained at ropes and bucked on the waves. I immersed myself
further in the sound of the sea and looked down, concentrating on looking at the
water a couple of feet ahead of me as I walked. The sand patterns were washed,
backwashed and rewashed in three different directions, as the wind fought the
waves. The surface of the water was fractured in opposing planes and the rain
drove across sunwashed puddles. As I concentrated, I became disorientated and
the whole beach seemed to tip up towards the sea. I stopped and looked up from
the water. A light had come on in the house on the hill. That seemed the obvious
place to go.

Peter Naylor
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Huyton To Stavanger And Back

“I’m working on the MV Skandi Skansen, it’s an anchor handler but it’s classed as a
TSV, a Trench and Support Vessel for the jobs we’re doing. We’re ploughing the sea
bed for pipelines and stuff like that, oil and gas and we also do construction jobs
too. The oil rigs, they’re semi-submersible, some of ‘em, so they’re not anchored
to the sea bed, they float. So what we do, on the rig it’s north, south, east and
west, so on the four sides of the rig, they put four anchors, sea bed anchors which
go out on massive chains and we drag them out and basically dump them on the
sea bed. The rigs are being held down by sixteen of these massive anchors and
then they winch them back in, into the rig.

The last job, me travel got messed up in the office, so I had to get on the phone.
I left me house in Huyton, got a taxi to Manchester, stayed in a hotel near the
airport. Got up the next morning about 4 o’clock, got a taxi at 5 to the airport itself,
think it was Terminal 3. Most of the time we fly from Manchester up to Aberdeen
and then from Aberdeen straight to Stavanger but it all depends on the flights. This
time there was only half an hour between flights at Aberdeen, so they sent me via
Frankfurt, Germany instead. I swap planes at Frankfurt and got another plane to
Stavanger in Norway.

Get off the plane in Stavanger, get picked up at the airport by the crew bus and we
go out to Dusovik, just outside Stavanger. When we get to Dusovik, we couldn’t get
on the boat cos it’s anchored out in the bay. There was no berth for her, she’d been
in, done what she had to do and had to sit out in the bay because they needed the
berth space. So we were on the quayside and they sent the FRC for us, which is
the Fast Rescue Craft that always goes out when the helicopter comes in, incase
anything goes wrong. We get on the FRC and join the boat.

I’m in the North Sea doing a plough job and we had to come off via chopper when
we come back to port. The Helipad on our boat wasn’t rated for the Norwegian
sector for these Super Puma 2s, I think it was, some kind of technical stuff. So
what we had to do, when we finished the job, was sail down to the Danish sector
and we had a chopper that came out from Denmark. So we got suited up on the
boat in the survival suits and what not, and the chopper came out and picked us
up in the Danish sector. The chopper takes us back to the Heliport and from there
we get a taxi to Billund airport, fly back over to Manchester. At Manchester airport,
I pick up a hire car and drive back to Huyton.”

Peter Connor
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Nothing & Everything
I am nothing and everything,

I am all the light that has ever existed. There is no control
over direction as there has never been.

you can have it all, just sign here, just keep it shut
and sign here.

As night time revelers, stragglers, strugglers

Vie for attention and the
remnants of the day

The windows in their thousands reflect the faces of the millions

The ghost of George tapped me on
the shoulder as my first victim made their
way inevitably towards me.

The bakery disguises the truth of what might be.

The streets are alive, arterial, they carry the blood
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The groan of exhausted busses from a fleet way past its sell by

… green,

yellow ,green,

greener

yellow,

white

Long, untamed grasses

bordering,

overhanging hawthorn hedge. Cows

graze beyond. Dandelions and celandines, bluebells,
ragged robins, daisies abound.

conservatories, drives,

conservatories, sheds, extensions,

pools, extensions, hot-tubs.

I set off from my basic bed and breakfast in Llangollan

with my brand new backpack on my shoulders and the

not quite worn-in walking boots slightly chafing….
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As for the tunnel - entrance forbidden,

dark, dank, eerie – about a mile long, more little houses
at the end, sufficient for the day;

Towers and spires

nothing but stubs. Fallen, a

domino of decay

This is where we lived,

in the open,

on the surface,

free of poison,

in the light of sun or moon,

I think of how once a body part is separated

from a person it becomes an object, a thing.

As history repeats and teaches, we’ve slipped before,

the progress is forwards

not necessarily upwards and better.
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Edited from a selection of work
on the theme of a Magical Mystery Tour.

Contributions by:

Jamie Barton,
Mel Bowen,
Rosalind Griffiths,
Steve O’Shaughnessy,
Stephen Potter,
Phil Thornton,
Paul Wiseman

End of Zone










